
Owners Manual 

Step 1 

locate the zippered entrance to your trampoline net. lay your unattached trampoline net around the 

perimeter of your trampoline frame so that the zippered entrance is positioned under the middle of any of 

your arched enclosure poles.(See page 2 for image of location). 

Step 2 

Next, attach the bottom of the net to your existing trampoline. Beginning at the first hole to the left 

of the zippered entrance, thread the included cord through the net hole then through the closest ring of 

your trampoline mat/ jumping surface. Secure the end of the cord by tying a knot around both the 

net and mat ring. 

continue threading the cord through the next net hole and mat ring until all of the holes and rings have 

been threaded. Make sure to pull the cord tight when threading. 

When you have threaded all of the net holes and mat r ings, secure the end of the cord by tying another 

knot around the net and trampoline mat. 
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Step 3 

I 
Now you are ready to attach the top of the net to your caps with bag buckles. If necessary, adjust the net 
so that the bag buckles are centered to their corresponding caps. Raise the net vertically so the bag buckles 
can reach the caps, pull the strap of bag buckle over and round t he caps, then interconnect . Please refer to 
Figures on the following page for illustrations. Once the first bag buckle is attached, finish attaching all of 
the bag buckles. 
Then attach the bag buckles of middle of the net to the poles, pull the strap of bag buckle over and round 
the poles, then interconnect. Once the first bag buckle is attached, fi nish attaching all of t he bag buckles. 
Once you have attached your net tightly at the bottom and you have secured the bag buckles have been 
attached, you are finished with assembly and you are ready tc ;ump. Please remember t o always exerc ise 
care while using your trampoline. 
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